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Student-Centered Advanced Tech Online Course 
 
Although Hoofer's offers 100 sailing lessons per week, it is a club and 
most of the learning occurs by older club members mentoring newer 
ones.   Students of equal ability are encouraged to help one another with 
rigging and launching of boats.  The online Advanced Tech course 
extends the spirit of collaboration by asking students to work together in 
one synchronous meeting and respond to discussion board posts.  
Briefly, the course outline follows: 
  
1.  Enrollment is facilitated via the Hoofer Web-site.  Description of the 
Advanced Tech course is provided along with opportunity for students to 
sign-up.  
   


● Enrollment is specific to each course to keep students together. 
 
2.  Welcome E-mail is automatically generated and sent to the student.  
E-mail contains course information, links to learning resources, surveys, 
and expectations for students. 
 
3.  Instructor and Students meet online using synchronous meeting 
software 
 


● Overview of ratings criteria 
● Instructor reviews assignments and activities 


 
4.  Students view Advanced Tech videos using links provided in Welcome E-mail and logon to 
student discussion board and respond to discussion prompts. 


● Prompts covering Video 
● Problem Scenarios 
● Respond to two other participants' comments 


 
5.  Instructor provides feedback on students' discussion board comments. 
 
6.  Student-to-Student Meeting. Students use scheduling software (Doodle, Outlook) to set-up a 
time with one other student and use a free conferencing product such as Skype to discuss 
rigging, appropriate steps for a controlled jibe, and any tips they think might help each other 
succeed.    
 


● Students complete an online assignment together and have the opportunity to retake as 
often as necessary.  100% Mastery is required. 


 
7.  Instructor verifies that students have completed all assignments, demonstrated 100% 
mastery on the quizzes and offers personal feedback to students on what their next steps 
should be.  The goal is to help the students prepare themselves for the challenge of a heavy 
weather test out. 
 








Rubric for Authentic Tasks    
 
I chose this Rubric format because quantifying and weighing specific tasks to obtain a ‘score’ 
does not work in this environment.  I modeled on the analytic rubric to assess comprehension 
and overall understanding of task steps. 
 
 


Criteria for 3 
Tasks  


Proficient Acceptable Limited 


Students 
collaborated 
with one 
another.  


10 Pts. 
Students 
collaborated 
with one 
another on all 3 
Tasks indicated 
by even 
distribution 
within 
TypeWithMe 


5 Pts.  
Students collaborated 
but >70% of responses 
were done by one 
student 


0 Pts. 
 One student did all of the 
work.  Evidenced by 
same TypeWithMe color 
code and writing style.  


Quality of 
Responses 
Task #1 


4 Pts.  
All 4 steps are 
clearly defined 
and detailed.  


3 Pts.  
All 4 steps defined and 
present but clear detail 
is missing 


0 Pts.  
Steps are vague, unclear 
or missing altogether 


Quality of 
Responses 
Task #2 


6 Pts. 
All 6 steps are 
clearly defined 
and detailed.  


5 Pts.  
1 Step is missing. All 
other  steps were 
defined and clearly 
detailed 


0 Pts.  
2 or more steps are 
missing, vague and/or 
unclear 


Quality of 
Responses 
Task #3 


11 Pts. 
 All 11 steps 
are clearly 
defined and 
detailed.  


9 Pts. 
1-2 steps missing but 
most steps were defined 
and clearly detailed.   


0 Pts. 
3 or more steps are 
missing, vague and/or 
unclear 


 
Proficient= 31-28, Acceptable=27-21, Limited=20-0 Points.  
 
 








Differentiation Section 
 
University of Wisconsin sailing students are tech-savvy with a 
robust amount of Internet resources and access at their disposal.   
Many students are English Language Learners (ELL) or have 
prior sailing experience before joining the Hoofer's Sailing Club.   
In the student-centered Advanced Tech course considerations 
are made for ELLs and a skills assessment is needed to keep the 
challenge appropriate for students.   In the latter case, a pre-
assessment is added to the course where students rate their 
abilities and experience.  The pre-assessment also addresses 
the former by asking students to indicate their native language 
and proficiency with oral and written English. 
  
Level of Challenge is important to help students 'raise their 
game'.   If the course is too difficult some students may opt-out.  
Likewise, if the course is not challenging enough then advanced 
students will get nothing from the learning activities.   The pre-assessment permits the instructor 
to reflect on responses and assign students with similar abilities to study teams and the 


appropriate mix of problem-solving scenarios.  
Scenarios with varying levels of complexity ensure that 
all students, irrespective of their current knowledge, are 
appropriately challenged. 
   
English Language Learners (ELLs) are the biggest 
group requiring differentiation at the Hoofer's Sailing 
Club.  Chinese, Russian, Portuguese and Spanish 
speakers constitute a large percentage of the club 
membership.  To address this audience, UW Hoofer 
Sailing Club will: 
 


1) Provide links to Google and other services which translate written form between languages 
 
2) Pair students with same native languages in synchronous work using pre-assessment 
 
3) Provide students with one-on-one access to sailing club mentors who share the same native 
tongue. 
 








 
 


Instructor-centered vs. Student-centered 
 
 


 


Advanced Course Instructor-Centered Student-Centered 


Knowledge Instructor transmits knowledge 
using lecture 


Constructed by students through review of 
videos, discussion board and synchronous 
meeting with one other student.   


Student Participation Students are passive 
receivers of knowledge with 
no opportunity to process or 
apply to their experience prior 
to a test-out in heavy weather 
conditions.  


Students are active participants in their learning 


Role of Instructor Acts as the central authority Facilitates via discussion prompts and timely 
feedback.  Instructor may suggest additional 
activities 


Role of Assessment None.  Students test-out at a 
later date when the lake is 
open and winds exceed 17 
MPH. 
  


Discussion prompts and student comments are 
used to gauge student understanding (video) and 
problem solving skills (scenarios).  Quiz is used 
to reinforce absolute truths about rigging and 
sailing techniques.   However, quiz is completed 
by a student team and this affords opportunity for 
furthering problem solving and critical thinking 
skills. 


Emphasis Memorization of rigging, sail 
trim and controlled jibe 
techniques 


Developing a deeper understanding of sail trim 
and techniques for sailing safely in high wind 
conditions.  By presenting scenarios for 
discussion students synthesize and apply new 
knowledge within their experience. 


Assessment method None Examines discussion board responses, critical 
thinking skills and multiple choice quizzes.   
  


Academic Culture Individualistic Collaborative and supportive.  Students 
collaborate synchronously on assigned work and 
asynchronously via discussion board. 


 
 








Authentic Assessment  
 
1) What should students know and be able to do?  
 


● Standard 1:  Students correctly identify how the mainsail, boomvang and outhaul are  
           rigged in heavy weather conditions. 


● Standard 2: Students correctly explain how to execute a controlled jibe. 
● Standard 3: Student identifies correct procedures for leaving and landing at pier. 


 
2) What indicates students have met these standards?  
 


● Task #1 - In their own words, students collaborate using TypeWithMe and take turns 
describing the location and rigging adjustments made to the mainsail, boomvang and 
outhaul.  Students share typing and crafting of responses.  


 
● Task #2 - In their own words, students collaborate using TypeWithMe and together 


describe how they will execute a controlled jibe. Students share typing and crafting of 
responses. 


 
● Task #3 - In their own words, students collaborate using TypeWithMe and together 


describe their actions when they leave and land at the pier. Students share typing and 
crafting of responses. 


 
3) What does good performance on this task look like?  
 
Task #1 - Criteria 
 
1) Mainsail fully raised  
2) Tack of sail is in the mast track 
3) Boomvang is securely tightened with taut line hitch and or/cleated  
4) Outhaul line pulled clue of sail to the end of the boom. 
5) TypeWithMe shared link indicates equal workload in typed space 
 
Task #2 - Criteria 
 
1) Student heads downwind with sail in running or broad reach position  
2) Student announces ‘Prepare to Jibe’  
3) Student trims the sail with leech angled 50-75 degrees away from the wind  
4) Student announces ‘Jibe-Ho’  
5) Student pushes tiller towards the sail causing the boom and sail to move to other side of boat  
6) Student controls sail and boom by easing-out the main using the mainsheet.  
7) TypeWithMe shared link indicates equal workload in typed space 
 
 







Task #3 - Criteria 
 


Leaving the Pier  
 


1) Boat is in irons  
2) Cast-off from pier  
3) Push tiller towards the open lake  
4) Straighten tiller (amidships) while positioning body on the gunwale and sliding 
foot under hiking strap  
5) Locate landmark and sail towards it. 
6) TypeWithMe shared link indicates equal workload in typed space 
 


Landing at Pier  
 


1) Locate open spot at pier  
2) Sail past the open spot towards shore  
3) Tack  
4) Sail close hauled aiming at a point just past the open spot  
5) Turn boat into irons and land at open spot  
6) Tie-up at pier.   
7) TypeWithMe shared link indicates equal workload in typed space. 


 





